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Abstract. This paper introduces a novel multi-dimensional framework for developing and deploying AI-human systems, incorporating both technical and managerial design principles. The paper then applies the framework to four standard human-AI interaction patterns, including Human Out Of the Loop (HOOTL), Human On the Loop (HOTL), Human In the Loop (HITL), and Hybrid Intelligence (HI). The dimensions are used to succinctly describe the essential characteristics of each pattern, highlighting potential risks and benefits, such as end-user resistance, employee deskilling, value-misalignment and employee upskilling and business model reengineering. The framework provides a valuable tool for AI developers and managers to characterize their current solutions and optimize the integration of humans and machines in complex systems.
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1. Introduction

The underwhelming results in up to 90% of corporate AI projects [1], along with high-profile failures of several autonomous AI systems [2], has prompted a greater focus on incorporating humans into the AI-systems loop. This has led to the development of detailed technical frameworks and design guidelines within related fields such as Human-Centered AI (HCAI) [3, 4] and Hybrid Intelligence (HI) [5, 6]. Recently, HI has gained traction as a holistic development and deployment approach in both consultancies [7] and academia [8], merging advancements in computer science with established management research practices. In management research, human-AI interaction has so far primarily been explored along selected pairs of dimensions such as the degree of openness of the process and the risk of severe failures [9] and parallel-sequential task allocation and degree of human-AI communication constraints [10]. In this paper, we introduce a novel multi-dimensional framework for AI-human systems development and deployment by integrating technical and managerial systems design principles. We first outline the framework, followed by a comparison of a selection of standard human AI interaction patterns within the proposed structure.
Figure 1. The 12 chosen dimensions of human-AI systems. Often the organizational perspective is left out of the AI-design considerations, which poses an increasing challenge for the design of real-world, highly integrated, human-centered systems. Dimensions are either explicitly defined in the text or through the examples below. Parentheses indicate the 2-4 defining points along each continuously defined dimension.

2. The AI Design and Deployment Dimensions (AI-DDD)

Most prior technical frameworks frequently focus on i) task specifications to generate ii) proposed solutions which then may lead to iii) varying levels of human and AI learning and integration. Although often neglected, ideally, negative learning outcomes (machine failures and human deskilling as well as positive ones (employee learning and upskilling) should prompt systemic (re)evaluations of organizational processes and business value streams or such considerations should be considered upfront in the design process [11]. Furthermore, Agrawal et al. argue [12] that many AI-deployment failures stem from a focus on point solutions in which the AI is inserted independently without changing systems and procedures. Instead, they argue for systems solutions which generate or utilize novel value streams by simultaneously revising a set of interdependent procedures and business units (see AI systems discovery canvas of Ref. [12]). To account for these considerations, we introduce a fourth category containing organizational dimensions.

Figure 2. Left: illustration of the relation of four standard human-AI interactions patterns. Right: Radar plots along the 12 AI-DDD dimensions for the four interaction patterns.
3. Applying AI-DDD to human-AI interaction patterns

In the following, we demonstrate how the dimensions can be applied to succinctly describe the essential characteristics (underlined) of four canonical human-AI interaction patterns. Dimensions that are not mentioned could take on various values depending on the concrete application.

**Human Out Of the Loop (HOOTL) applications** typically involve a point solution consisting of a pure prediction task with perceived low failure consequences that has been fully automated. Machine learning may either consist of the application of a pre-trained model or may, if feedback time scales are low and feedback acquisition is automated, enable continuous training and evolution of the model resulting in increasingly efficient fulfillment of the optimization objectives. If the prediction is combined with automated decision-making, there is a substantial risk of end-user resistance and catastrophic unintended outcomes [13].

**Human On the Loop (HOTL) applications** involve a heavily automated process that has sufficiently severe perceived failure consequences that it is deemed necessary to have a human operator in control to perform human judgment of the output of the machine computation. This human involvement increases feedback time scale in operation compared to HOOTL applications but may lead to less risk of end-user resistance. **Human In the Loop (HITL) applications** involve human judgment integrated continuously within the task allocation. Without an explicit attention to organizational aspects, the allocation of tasks from human to machine often risks resulting in substantial employee deskilling [11].

**Hybrid Intelligence (HI) applications** are a subset of HITL in which the technical human-AI interface is developed according to the principles of human-centered AI in which high degrees of sub-task automation and human control are pursued simultaneously. Both continuous human and machine learning are facilitated by transparent human-AI communication. Typically such highly integrated solutions can only be developed with a high degree of end-user involvement and with deliberate attention to acquiring feedback data (e.g. through deliberate experiments). Such integrated solutions often require systemic organizational deployment across multiple business units (e.g. AI system discovery canvas of Ref [12]) in order to optimally monetize the potential business process reengineering enabled by the employee upskilling (individual learning) as well as organizational learning.
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